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Abstract—Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are typically proposed, studied and applied as monolithic blocks with a few numerical parameters that need to be set. Few works have studied how the algorithmic components of these evolutionary algorithms can be classified and combined to produce new algorithmic designs. The motivation for studies of this latter type stems from the development of flexible software frameworks and the usage of automatic algorithm configuration methods to find novel algorithm designs. In this paper, we propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm template and a new conceptual view of its components that surpasses existing frameworks in both the number of algorithms that can be instantiated from the template and the flexibility to produce novel algorithmic designs. We empirically demonstrate the flexibility of our proposed framework by automatically designing multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for continuous and combinatorial optimization problems. The automatically designed algorithms are often able to outperform six traditional multi-objective evolutionary algorithms from the literature, even after tuning their numerical parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-OBJECTIVE evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are a central research topic in evolutionary computation as evidenced by the number of different proposals in the literature [1–8]. The traditional study of MOEAs considers these algorithms as monolithic units [9, 10] and only few articles have considered the contribution of individual algorithmic components of MOEAs to performance [11–13]. These latter empirical studies indicate that (i) performance improvements may be achieved by replacing the algorithmic components of well-established MOEAs by alternative options from other MOEAs and that (ii) the benefits of such changes become more important when applying MOEAs to scenarios different from those for which they were originally designed.

The component-wise view of MOEAs consists in identifying individual algorithmic components in different MOEAs that have the same function and, thus, could be replaced by alternative procedures taken either from different MOEAs or newly devised. Examples are the fitness and diversity components that appear in many MOEAs [11, 14]. This component-wise view has two main benefits. First, it allows algorithm designers to identify the various options available for each algorithmic component and whether a particular combination of components, i.e., an algorithm “design”, has already been proposed. Second, it allows algorithm users to adapt the design of MOEAs to their particular application scenario.

One motivation for this component-wise view of MOEAs is the development of software frameworks that help practitioners apply and adapt MOEAs to their own application scenarios. Unfortunately, the design of most MOEA frameworks focuses on applying existing MOEAs to new scenarios, rather than on flexibly combining their components to produce new designs [15–17]. Even MOEA frameworks that allow the combination of algorithmic components from different MOEAs [14] are limited to MOEAs that are structurally similar, for example, based on the traditional fitness and diversity components. More recent MOEAs that differ from this template, such as HypE [5] and SMS-EMOA [6], cannot be instantiated from algorithmic components through such frameworks. We see two reasons behind this lack of flexibility. First, the analysis of MOEA components has relied on how the algorithms were described by their original authors, and only few works try to generalize functionally equivalent concepts of MOEAs into broader concepts [11, 14, 18, 19]. Second, a high degree of flexibility in a software framework may be deemed undesired, since some configurations may produce unreasonable algorithm designs or the number of possible configurations may be too large for human designers.

In this paper, we propose a new conceptual view of MOEA components that allows instantiating, from the same algorithmic template, a larger number of MOEAs from the literature than existing MOEA frameworks. For example, we are able to instantiate at least six well-known MOEAs from the literature: MOGA [1], NSGA-II [2], SPEA2 [3], IBEA [4], HypE [5], and SMS-EMOA [6]. More importantly, our framework allows to produce a large number of novel MOEA designs that are, in principle, reasonable from a human designer point of view. This is achieved by reformulating the traditional distinction between fitness and diversity components [11, 14] as preferences composed by set-partitioning, quality and diversity metrics [19]. In addition, different preferences may be used for mating and environmental selection. Our proposal also formalizes the distinction between internal and external populations and archives, which allows us to describe, using alternative options for the same components, algorithms as different as SPEA2 and SMS-EMOA. Our proposal is implemented in a
software framework from which novel MOEA designs can be instantiated by properly selecting the values of the various algorithmic components and numerical parameters.

Following previous work on automatic design [20], we apply an offline automatic configuration method, irace [21], to our proposed framework, considering the various algorithmic components as categorical parameters to be set. In this sense, the configuration space searched by irace is actually a design space, where different MOEA components can be combined to generate unique and possibly novel MOEA designs.

We automatically design several MOEAs, called here AutoMOEAs, for several application scenarios. Our scenarios were selected to provide insights on several questions about MOEA design. The first question is whether the benchmark that guides the design process has a strong influence in the performance of the resulting design. Thus, we consider continuous optimization problems, in particular, two benchmark sets, DTLZ [10] and WFG [22], with two, three, and five objectives, since MOEAs have been primarily designed for these problems. Our results indicate that the best MOEA design depends strongly on which benchmark is used for the automatic design.

A second question in MOEA design is the trade-off between computationally expensive components and the quality of the results. Thus, we consider two different stopping criteria for the MOEAs: maximum number of function evaluations (FEs) and maximum runtime. By using these two setups, we are able to represent problems with computationally demanding function evaluations as well as problems where the computational overhead of MOEA components is relevant. Although the former is the typical setup considered in the MOEA literature, the conclusions obtained may not apply to the latter setup. This is demonstrated by the fact that the AutoMOEAs produced for each setup show remarkable differences. In most cases, for both setups, the AutoMOEAs are able to match, and often significantly surpass, the results obtained by the MOEAs from the literature, even after tuning their numerical parameters.

Finally, we study the differences between the AutoMOEAs obtained for the continuous optimization benchmarks and those obtained for various multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems. In a preliminary version of this work [23], we considered four multi-objective variants of the permutation flow shop problem (PFSP), varying the number and nature of the objectives. Since MOEAs from the literature were not originally devised for such problems, it is not surprising that we were able to generate AutoMOEAs that outperformed them. Nonetheless, the best MOEA designs differ enough from what is considered the state-of-the-art in the MOEA literature that we briefly comment the results here. These results and the remarkable differences between the MOEAs designed for continuous optimization and those designed for combinatorial optimization provide further motivation for the automatic design of MOEAs.

Our overall goal is to empirically demonstrate that it is possible to find novel MOEA designs that outperform the MOEAs from the literature by means of automatically configuring the components of our proposed MOEA template. Another objective of this paper is to reformulate diverse MOEAs into a common conceptual view that generalizes functionally-equivalent algorithmic components and describes the available design choices. A final objective is to investigate which design choices (instead of which monolithic MOEAs) are more appropriate for the various scenarios described above.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II presents in detail our component-wise MOEA framework. We present empirical results and discussion for continuous and combinatorial problems in Sections III and IV, respectively, and conclude in Section V.

II. A TEMPLATE FOR DESIGNING MOEAS

The AutoMOEA template we propose for instantiating and designing MOEAs is shown in Algorithm 1. As we will explain below, from this template we can not only instantiate many well-known MOEAs, but also many new ones that have never been explored so far. The proposed template is based on the view that MOEAs can be seen as extensions of traditional single-objective EAs such as genetic algorithms [1-5], evolution strategies [6, 24], or differential evolution [25], extended by algorithm components that deal with the multi-objective aspects. In our template, we encapsulate the lower-level procedures in components such as Variation, which applies variation operators to the mating pool (pop). Additionally, components for tackling multi-objective problems in the Pareto sense are encapsulated in the BuildMatingPool and Replacement procedures (see lines 5 and 8 of the template, respectively). In addition, MOEAs often use their internal population (pop) as a bounded-size approximation to the Pareto front (i.e., as an archive) and many of them add the possibility of keeping an external (bounded or unbounded) archive (popext).

Next, we describe the multi-objective components, how to instantiate some well-known MOEAs from our template, and how our approach differs from existing frameworks.

### A. Preference relations in mating and replacement

The mating and environmental selection procedures performed by MOEAs depend on ranking solutions according to a preference relation. In general, given two solutions \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) and a metric \( \Psi \) to be minimized (without loss of generality), a relation \( \preceq \) is defined as \( \theta_1 \preceq \theta_2 \iff \Psi(\theta_1) \leq \Psi(\theta_2) \). In
our MOEA template, solutions are ranked according to general preference relations [19] defined as a sequence of three lower-level preference relations: a set-partitioning relation, a quality metric and a diversity metric. First, a set-partitioning relation ranks solutions in a Pareto-compliant way, but does not distinguish between nondominated solutions. These correspond to traditional fitness components such as dominance depth (NSGA-II) and dominance strength (SPEA2). Because of the nature of these metrics, multiple solutions are often equally ranked. Therefore, at a second step, we use refinement relations based on Pareto-compliant quality indicators to discriminate between equally ranked solutions. We apply these refinement relations to the equally ranked partitions, but we do not alter the cross-partition ranks. This means that if a solution \( \theta_1 \) is ranked better than another solution \( \theta_2 \) according to a set-partitioning relation, then a refinement relation would never contradict this. The third type of relation is based on diversity metrics. These metrics do not focus on Pareto dominance, but rather on allowing MOEAs to maintain a population that provides enough convergence given a problem with few objectives and for which the computation overhead of quality metrics may be deemed excessive. On the other extreme, given a problem with a large number of objectives, the number of incomparable candidate solutions may be too large such that set-partitioning relations do not provide enough convergence pressure. In other cases, the time required for computing the quality metrics may be negligible compared with the cost of evaluating candidate solutions. We also remark that the original proposal by Zitzler et al. [19] allows for more complex preference models (e.g. using multiple refinement relations based on quality indicators in a sequence), but our proposal here suffices to replicate most MOEAs from the literature and allows defining new preference relations in a flexible and consistent way. Furthermore, the general preference relations we adopt overcome the problems faced by existing frameworks when instantiating some recent MOEAs such as SMS-EMOA and HyperE. In particular, these algorithms include components that simultaneously account for convergence and diversity, and hence do not fit the traditional separation between fitness and diversity metrics [11, 14]. The mating and environmental selection procedures (BuildMatingPool and Replacement) are defined in dependence of the general preference relations described above. BuildMatingPool comprises a preference relation \( \text{Preference}_{\text{Mat}} \) and a selection method Selection as shown in Table I. The methods for selection we implement for this work are listed in Table II. In particular, the tournament selection method can be used either deterministically or stochastically. While deterministic tournaments always favor the best individual according to \( \text{Preference}_{\text{Mat}} \), stochastic tournaments choose, with a probability \( \gamma \), the solution preferable according to \( \text{Preference}_{\text{Mat}} \). Random selection chooses individuals with uniform probability, and so no preference relation is used. Component Replacement is composed of a preference relation \( \text{Preference}_{\text{Rem}} \) and a removal policy Removal. Table II lists the removal policy options we implement. Sequential (or iterative [5]) removal [26] discards one solution at a time and recomputes the preference relation before the next solution is discarded. One-shot removal [5] computes preference relations once and discards the worst solutions altogether. Although the information provided by the sequential removal policy is more accurate, this policy is computationally more demanding, which may compromise its performance in time-constrained scenarios. Additionally, if the number of offspring per generation \( \lambda \) is set to 1 (steady-state selection), the different alternatives for component Removal become equivalent.

The ability of using different preference relations for mating and environmental selection is, in fact, another novel feature of our template over the templates implemented by existing MOEA frameworks. Although earlier MOEAs did not foresee the benefits of this design choice, more recent algorithms such
as SMS-EMOA and HypE already make use of it to minimize the computational overhead of quality metrics such as the hypervolume. From a more general point of view, the flexibility provided by this design choice can be used to improve the effectiveness of the algorithm in several other ways, e.g., by combining exploitative and explorative strategies.

### B. Population and archives

A population is a set of individuals, dominated and non-dominated alike, that are subject to the evolutionary process. By contrast, an archive is an auxiliary set used for storing nondominated solutions found during a single run of the algorithm. In our template, we model an archive as a generalized population that (i) only keep nondominated solutions, (ii) have unbounded capacity, and/or (iii) take part in the evolutionary process. We provide two archives for MOEAs to use: an internal archive $\text{pop}$ that takes part in the evolutionary process and can be used as a regular population or as a bounded-size archive, and an external archive $\text{pop}_{\text{ext}}$ that does not participate in the evolutionary process.

All options implemented here for $\text{pop}$ and $\text{pop}_{\text{ext}}$ are listed in Table II, and we present a summary of their characteristics in Table III. If $\text{pop}$ is set to have a fixed size (type($\text{pop}$) = fixed-size), then $\text{pop}$ behaves like a regular population of size $\mu$ and may contain dominated solutions. Otherwise, $\text{pop}$ is used as a bounded internal archive (type($\text{pop}$) = bounded), accepting only nondominated solutions until its maximum capacity $\mu$ is reached. Once the maximum capacity is reached, a replacement is carried out by component Replacement mimicking an archive bounding method [27]. When used as a bounded internal archive, $\text{pop}$ presents two other important characteristics. First, the initial number of solutions $\mu_0$ in $\text{pop}$ is set to a fixed value $\mu_0 \in [0, 1]$, i.e., $\mu_0 = \mu_r \cdot \mu$. Second, the preference relation used by this bounded internal archive does not use set-partitioning relations, since they were not created with this goal in mind.

### C. Differences from existing frameworks

A number of MOEA software frameworks can be found in the literature [14–17]. Together, they have made the application of MOEAs to new scenarios much easier by establishing a clear separation between problem-dependent and independent components. These software frameworks include implementations of the most popular MOEAs, however, their algorithmic components are often not directly interchangeable. Thus, designing a novel MOEA by combining existing components in novel ways using most of these frameworks is not a straightforward task that can be done in an automatic manner, since they were not created with this goal in mind.

The framework that most closely resembles our proposed template is ParadisEO-MOEIO [14], which provides a “unified model” for MOEAs that allows both the instantiation and the design of novel MOEAs using a template. However, the generality of the template used by ParadisEO-MOEIO is limited when compared to the template we present here in at least four major aspects. First, ParadisEO-MOEIO uses the traditional preference relations built solely from fitness and diversity components, which is insufficient to represent complex preference relations as we do in this work. Second, these fitness and diversity components cannot be used with different behaviors for mating and replacement. This is highlighted by the fact that the default implementation of SPEA2 in ParadisEO-MOEIO is not instantiated via their template, but requires an external archiver specifically designed for SPEA2 to work. Moreover, using the template provided by ParadisEO-MOEIO, one cannot instantiate or design algorithms that use different preference relations for mating and replacement, such as HypE or SMS-EMOA. Third, our internal population definition is a unique contribution, since it allows us to instantiate both population-based and archive-based MOEAs, such as PAES. Finally, many of the components we use in this work are not available in ParadisEO-MOEIO, such as the $I_{\text{H}}$ and $I_{\text{F}}$ quality indicators, or are only partially available, such as the sequential removal policy. Altogether, these aspects limit the number of MOEAs that can be represented using the template provided by ParadisEO-MOEIO, and hence the number of possible designs one can instantiate through it.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archive Type</th>
<th>$\mu_0$</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type(\text{pop}) = fixed-size</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type(\text{pop}) = bounded</td>
<td>$\mu_r$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type(\text{pop}_{\text{ext}}) = bounded</td>
<td>$\text{</td>
<td>pop}_{\text{ext}}</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$N_{\text{ext}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type(\text{pop}_{\text{ext}}) = unbounded</td>
<td>$\text{</td>
<td>pop}_{\text{ext}}</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FS: fixed-size; MC: maximum capacity; DS: dominated solutions; EP: part of the evolutionary process; $|\text{pop}_{\text{ext}}|$; size after removing dominated solutions

The ability of using a different preference relation for maintaining the external archive opens a number of possibilities for MOEA designers. For example, the preference relations used for mating and replacement of the (internal) population could lack the limit-stable property [26] (that is, even given infinite time, the population will not converge to a stable set) in order to promote exploration, while the external preference relation could be both limit-stable and limit-optimal such that, eventually, the external archive will converge to an optimal (bounded) archive [26].
The novelty of our proposal lies in the algorithmic template and the definition of its components, rather than in the software implementing them. In fact, the implementation of most of our algorithmic components is taken from the ParadisEO-MOEO [14], PISA [15], and PaGMO [16] frameworks, although we substantially modified them to work together within our algorithmic template. Nonetheless, it would be feasible to implement our proposed template within any of these frameworks, and we would like to encourage others to do so.

D. Standard MOEAs instantiated via the AutoMOEA template

By carefully selecting the values of each algorithmic component, we can instantiate many well-known MOEAs from the literature using the proposed template. Table IV shows how to instantiate the six MOEAs we consider in this work, which we have selected because of their relevance in the literature. We next describe each of these MOEAs.

1) MOGA [1] uses dominance ranking as set-partitioning relation and the niche sharing diversity metric based on the objective values of the individuals (also known as fitness sharing). Being one of the earliest MOEAs, MOGA does not use elitism, which can be implemented as a generational removal policy. Although we do not include this option for component Removal in our experiments with the framework, we use it in MOGA for fidelity to the original proposal.

2) NSGA-II [2] uses dominance depth (also known as dominance sorting) for set-partitioning, as well as the crowding distance diversity metric. The same preference relation is used for mating and replacement. In addition, NSGA-II uses one-shot removal.

3) SPEA2 [3] uses dominance strength as its set-partitioning relation. Concerning diversity, SPEA2 is the first algorithm to use different metrics for mating and replacement. For mating, SPEA2 considers the distance between each individual and its k-th nearest neighbor. Originally, the default is $k = \lceil \sqrt{\mu} \rceil$, where $\mu$ is the population size. In our implementation, we allow $k$ to be set either according to this default definition or as a numerical parameter. For replacement, SPEA2 considers the distance from each individual to all of the remaining population, and uses sequential removal. Finally, the external archive of SPEA2 behaves like a population, as noted by other authors [11], hence it is equivalent to our fixed-size pop, and its internal population is equivalent to pop\textsubscript{prev} in our template.

4) IBEA [4] ranks solutions based on binary quality indicators. Concretely, IBEA computes the pairwise values of a given binary quality indicator for the whole population. Then, the preference of each individual is given by the aggregation of its binary values w.r.t. to the rest of the population. Since quality indicators sometimes account for diversity, the original proposal of IBEA does not present a diversity metric. The most used binary indicators for IBEA are the additive epsilon indicator ($I_{+}$) and the hypervolume difference ($I_{H}$) [28], which are the options we implement here (see Table II). For replacement, IBEA also uses sequential removal.

5) HypE [5] searches the solution space directed by the shared hypervolume contribution ($I_{H}$) of the individuals. This quality indicator measures the volume of the subspace an individual exclusively dominates, plus shares of the volumes that it jointly dominates with up to other $h$ individuals of the population. Due to its computational overhead, HypE uses a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate these values for problems with more than three objectives. For mating selection, HypE uses the $I_{H}$ indicator with $h = \mu$, and no set-partitioning relation or diversity metric. For replacement, HypE uses dominance depth as set-partitioning, the shared hypervolume contribution as refinement, sequential removal, and $h$ equal to the number of solutions that have to be discarded from the first partition that does not fit in the new population.

6) SMS-EMOA [6] is a $(\mu+1)$-ES algorithm that uses the exclusive hypervolume contribution ($I_{H}$) for replacement (a particular case of the $I_{H}$ where $h = 1$). Since it is computationally demanding, SMS-EMOA uses a set-partitioning relation called dominance depth-rank to reduce the number of times this indicator is employed. In dominance depth-rank, if dominance depth returns more than one partition, dominance rank is used to refine the first partition that does not fit the new population. The exclusive hypervolume contribution is only used otherwise.

To ensure the correctness of our implementation, we have empirically verified that its performance matches the original implementations of the MOEAs provided by the authors (or when not available, by third-party ones). In the following experiments, we compare these six standard MOEAs with novel MOEAs instantiated from our template. Our analysis covers several scenarios, ranging from continuous to combinatorial, presented in Sections III and IV, respectively.

III. Automatically Designing MOEAs for Continuous Optimization Problems

Our experimental investigation has two main goals. The first is to assess how automatically designed MOEAs (we call
them AutoMOEAs in this paper) perform compared to several standard MOEAs that can be instantiated from our framework. Second, we want to investigate how much the structure of the AutoMOEAs varies depending on the benchmark and the number of objectives considered.

The benchmark problems that have been considered at the design time of an algorithm may implicitly or explicitly bias the algorithm design. Here we study this effect by considering two different benchmark sets, the DT LZ set [10] and the WFG set [22]. The DT LZ benchmark set was originally proposed as an improvement over the ZDT benchmark [9] to allow scalability in the number of objectives considered. Since our work focuses on unconstrained problems, we limit the DT LZ benchmark set to problems DT LZ1–DT LZ7. Although this benchmark has been widely used in the literature, some important characteristics of MOEAs are not assessed, particularly their performance on flat landscapes, deceptive, and nonseparable problems. Therefore, we also consider the WFG set, which was proposed later than many of the MOEAs we use in this work. Here, we use the nine exemplary functions proposed by the authors, WFG1–WFG9. Following [22], we set the ratio between position and distance variables to 1/6.

Each benchmark set is used with two, three and five objectives. We separate between different number of objectives as it is known before running an algorithm and, obviously, an algorithm configuration that performs well for a low number of objectives (e.g. 2 or 3) need not perform well for more objectives (e.g. 5). We then design AutoMOEAs for each of the six scenarios obtained from the combinations of benchmark set (DT LZ and WFG) and number of objectives (2, 3, and 5).

A. AutoMOEA design setup

The parameter space we use for the automatic design of the MOEAs is given in Tables I, II and V, where $p_c$ and $p_m \in [0, 1]$ respectively stand for the probability of applying crossover to a given pair of individuals, and the probability of applying mutation to a given individual. We use the SBX crossover operator and polynomial mutation, which have associated numerical parameters $\eta_c$ and $\eta_m$ (the distribution indices). Furthermore, different mutation schemes can be used by MOEAs for real-parameter optimization [29]. Here, we implement two options: (i) \emph{bitwise}, which sets the mutation probability per variable such that on average one variable is mutated per individual chosen for mutation; and (ii) \emph{fixed}, where the mutation probability per individual mutated is set by the user as a parameter $p_m \in [0.01, 1]$. We do not include more evolutionary operators and schemes to focus on the high-level multi-objective components that characterize MOEAs.

As the automatic offline parameter configuration tool we use irace [21], which has been adapted to handle multi-objective algorithms by using the hypervolume indicator as follows. First, the candidates generated by irace are given a maximum number of function evaluations (FE). Following [5], we set this number to 10,000 FEs. Then we assess the quality of the approximation fronts produced by each candidate by computing their hypervolume relative percentage deviation ($r_{hyp}$). Concretely, given a reference Pareto front $P$ and an approximation front $A$, $r_{hyp}(A) = (I_H(P) - I_H(A)) / I_H(P)$. To compute the $I_H$ metric, we discard all solutions with objective values worse than the upper bound $u = [10]^M$, and use the reference point $r = [11]^M$. Concerning the reference fronts we use in this work, we have initially generated 1000 random Pareto optimal solutions for each problem size using the methodology described in the original papers where the benchmarks were proposed. However, we noticed that many of these initial sets presented poor hypervolume since solutions were not well spread. We improved these reference sets by adding non-dominated solutions found by running traditional MOEAs for 100,000 FEs using their default parameters 10 times on each problem instance, for all problems where we identified this issue (WFG1–9 and DT LZ4).

Experiments are run on a single core of Intel Xeon E5410 CPUs, running at 2.33GHz with 6MB cache size under Cluster Rocks Linux version 6.0/CentOS 6.3. To keep our experiments feasible in time, we limit the maximum runtime of a single run to 10 minutes. For all configurations that correspond to the standard MOEAs, this time limit is high enough to perform all 10,000 FEs. In fact, we have empirically verified that, on average, 85% of the candidates produced by irace use all FEs allowed within this time limit. The few configurations that do not use all available FEs are typically the ones that combine many computationally costly components at once, e.g., an external archive replacement based on the shared hypervolume contribution, nearest neighbor diversity, and sequential removal. For these configurations, we assess their performance based on the approximation fronts they return when reaching the time limit. Given the large search space for designing the AutoMOEAs, we give irace a tuning budget of 20,000 runs. In our computational setup, the wall-clock time used by irace is equivalent to designing a MOEA over the weekend.

B. Performance comparison setup

In the context of continuous optimization, benchmark sets try to be as heterogeneous as possible in order to capture as many potential features of unknown real-world problems as possible. As a consequence of how such benchmarks are designed setup

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Parameter & $\mu = |\text{pop}|$ & $\lambda = |\text{pop}|$ \\
\hline
Domain & $[10, 20, \ldots, 100]$ & $1$ or $\lambda_2 / \mu$ \\
\hline
& $\mu_1 \in [0, 1]$ & $[0, 1]$ (1, \ldots, 50) \\
\hline
$\eta_c$, $\eta_m$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Parameter space for tuning all MOEAs for continuous optimization.}
\end{table}
signed, partitioning them into disjoint sets of functions would result in a training set for tuning that is not representative of the test set. Here, we go a step further of what is the standard in continuous optimization benchmarking, and the functions used in the tuning and test always differ in the number of variables \((n_{\text{var}})\). Concretely, we use \(n_{\text{ext}} \in \{20, \ldots, 60\} \setminus n_{\text{testing}}\) for tuning, where \(n_{\text{testing}} = \{30, 40, 50\}\) are the sizes we reserve for testing. We also take the precaution of differentiating the effect of tuning the numerical parameters of MOEAs from the effect of designing novel MOEAs. Although the literature proposes default numerical parameters per benchmark [5, 6, 10, 22], we have found that major performance improvements can be achieved by tuning these numerical parameters\(^1\). Hence, in the remainder of the paper, all standard MOEAs have been tuned for the corresponding scenario, using the same numerical parameter space as for AutoMOEA (Table V)\(^2\). We prefer this approach of comparing standard MOEAs to the AutoMOEAs as there may be interactions between numerical and structural parameters that change the MOEA design and therefore transferring numerical parameter settings from one to another algorithm may bias the algorithm comparisons. For each of these tunings, we also give irace a tuning budget of 20,000 runs.

\(^1\)For brevity, this analysis is provided as supplementary material [30], together with the tuned configurations of all MOEAs.

\(^2\)Configurations that would change the MOEA design as defined by Table IV are not allowed when tuning numerical parameter settings.

To compare different algorithms, we first run each algorithm 25 times on the testing benchmarks. In addition to the hypervolume RPD, we also compute the additive \(\epsilon\)-indicator \((I_{\text{rd}})\) of the approximation sets w.r.t. the reference fronts. The comparison is done visually by means of boxplots, and analytically through rank sums. To assess statistical significance, we adopt Friedman’s non-parametrical test and its associated post-hoc method at 99% confidence. For brevity, we omit the \(I_r\) results when they agree with the \(I_{\text{rd}}\) ones. The full set of results is provided as supplementary material [30].

C. Results and discussion

The designs of the AutoMOEAs selected by irace for each of the scenarios we consider are shown in Table VI. All AutoMOEAs use replacement preference relations comprising set-partitioning and indicator-based components (very often the \(I_{\text{rd}}\), as well as large external archives. Surprisingly, the only exception to this pattern is AutoMOEA\(_{\text{WFG}}\), which does not use any set-partitioning metric for replacement. Concerning the external archive, the number of nondominated solutions in these problems is large, demanding an external archive, but prohibiting an unbounded one. In particular, most AutoMOEAs use a Preference\(_{\text{Ext}}\) that combines quality and diversity metrics, a combination that has been shown to work well in some cases [19]. One pattern we also observe in these external archives is that the exclusive hypervolume contribution \((I_{\text{rd}})\) indicator is always coupled with sequential
removal, while the remaining indicators are used with one shot replacement. This is likely explained by the increased computational overhead incurred by the computation of the hypervolume and our use of a maximum time limit.

Two other design choices have been frequently selected, namely steady-state replacement ($\lambda = 1$) and the BuildMatingPool component. Steady-state replacement has been shown to lead to effective results when runtime is not too limited [13]. As for BuildMatingPool, all AutoMOEAs use eight-ary deterministic tournament (except for AutoMOEA* which uses four-ary tournaments), reflecting the need for convergence pressure that the problems demand. In addition, all MOEAs use crowding distance as diversity metric, the most extreme case being AutoMOEA*, which relies solely on this metric when selecting for mating.

Despite these patterns, it is hard to establish general guidelines for selecting components when we consider a specific benchmark or a specific number of objectives. However, as we will discuss in more detail below, the $I^\text{rd}_p$ rank sum analysis given in Table VII shows that each of these AutoMOEA variants perform very well on the scenarios for which they were designed. This confirms that different scenarios demand different components, and that the component-wise design proposed here provides enough flexibility to meet this need. Next, we discuss the performance of the algorithms for each of the benchmarks considered in detail.

1) **DTLZ benchmark:** Although this benchmark has been extensively used in the literature, most of the results can be considered novel, as the number of variables we use is larger than traditionally adopted. For DTLZ2 and DTLZ5, this increase in the number of variables is not enough to make these functions difficult, and all MOEAs find approximation sets with $I^\text{rd}_p$ very close to zero. Conversely, functions DTLZ1 and DTLZ3 become so difficult that no MOEA is able to find solutions within the bounds we set. The $I^\text{rd}_p$ of the remaining functions are shown in Figure 1 (top), and we examine them individually. We remark that we zoom these boxplots on the $[0,0.4]$ range as this is the actual area of interest for this indicator. For brevity, we show only boxplots of the 30-variable functions, but we remark that the results for the other problem sizes are consistent with these ones.

DTLZ4 is a function that presents bias, and MOEAs are sometimes unable to find well-spread approximation fronts. This explains the variance we observe on the 2-objective boxplots. Still, algorithms like SMS-EMOA and MOGA are able to perform well on most runs. Function DTLZ6 presents a different kind of bias, making it difficult for several MOEAs to converge to the actual fronts, specially as the number of objectives grows. This time the only MOEAs that maintain good performance in all scenarios are IBEA and the AutoMOEAs. Finally, DTLZ7 is a disconnected function that MOEAs are able to solve with two objectives, but that becomes much harder with five objectives. SMS-EMOA and the AutoMOEAs are the only algorithms that present high performance in all scenarios, but once more the AutoMOEAs find approximation fronts with lower $I^\text{rd}_p$ more often than SMS-EMOA. Overall, the rank sums achieved by the AutoMOEAs are much lower than those of the remaining algorithms as shown in Table VII, which considers all problems and all test sizes.

The results given by the $I_p$ indicator are mostly consistent with the ones provided by the $I^\text{rd}_p$, except for the 5-objective problems shown in Figure 1 (bottom). As discussed for the $I^\text{rd}_p$, the performance of all MOEAs in DTLZ1 and DTLZ3 is so poor that solutions lie outside the boundaries we pre-established. Only SMS-EMOA and AutoMOEA* are able to reach results on DTLZ1 inside these boundaries. Concerning DTLZ2, DTLZ4, and DTLZ5, even though all MOEAs find approximation sets with $I^\text{rd}_p$ close to zero, the $I_p$ tells us that only AutoMOEA*, SMS-EMOA, and IBEA are able to converge to the actual fronts in functions DTLZ2 and DTLZ5, and only AutoMOEA* in DTLZ4. Another function where the performance of the MOEAs is worse according to the $I_p$ than according to the $I^\text{rd}_p$ is DTLZ6, which is explained by the difficulty of converging we have previously discussed. Finally, the general performance of all MOEAs according to the $I_p$ for DTLZ7 are actually better than according to the $I^\text{rd}_p$ ones, which can be explained by the disconnectedness of this problem. Overall, the $I_p$ rank sum analysis is consistent with the $I^\text{rd}_p$ analysis given in Table VII.

2) **WFG benchmark:** The performance of all MOEAs in the WFG problems is shown in Fig. 2. For brevity, we omit functions WFG4–WFG7 and WFG9 as we have noticed that the performance of all MOEAs is very similar on the WFG concave functions (WFG4–WFG9). We also remark that the boxplots of the $I^\text{rd}_p$ and the $I_p$ indicators are very similar, and for this reason we omit the latter. Concerning the functions depicted in Fig. 2, one can clearly see a separation between WFG1 and WFG2 from the remaining functions. These two convex problems pose difficulties for MOEAs to converge regardless of the number of objectives. As for the other group of problems, MOEAs are able to perform well both on 2 and 3 objectives, with the exception of MOGA. Looking into the 5-objective problems in more detail, we notice that MOGA, NSGA-II, and HypE are unable to converge to the actual fronts, and so is SPEA2 for WFG3, WFG5, WFG7, and WFG9. IBEA, SMS-EMOA, and AutoMOEA* show the

| Table VII | SUM OF RANKS DEPICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF MOEAS ON CONTINUOUS SETS ACCORDING TO THE $I^\text{rd}_p$, $\Delta R$ IS THE CRITICAL RANK SUM DIFFERENCE FOR FRIEDMAN’S TEST WITH 99% CONFIDENCE. |
|-----------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|
|           | 2-obj      | 3-obj      | 5-obj      | 2-obj      | 3-obj      | 5-obj      | 2-obj      | 3-obj      | 5-obj      |
|           | $\Delta R = 126$ | $\Delta R = 127$ | $\Delta R = 107$ | $\Delta R = 109$ | $\Delta R = 130$ | $\Delta R = 97$ | $\Delta R = 150$ | $\Delta R = 135$ | $\Delta R = 110$ |
| AutoDEMO* | (1339) | (1500) | (1382) | (1602) | (1675) | (1475) | (1170) | (1250) | (1390) |
|          | SPEA2      | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA  | SPEA2     | SMS-EMOA  | SPEA2     | SMS-EMOA  | SPEA2     | SMS-EMOA  |
|          | (1562) | (1719) | (1550) | (2097) | (1796) | (1576) | (1719) | (1550) | (1796) |
|          | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA  | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | IBEA      |
|          | (1940) | (1876) | (1918) | (2452) | (1843) | (1746) | (1876) | (1918) | (1746) |
|          | NSGA-II   | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA |
|          | SPEA2      | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA |
|          | (2238) | (2164) | (2346) | (2777) | (2277) | (2143) | (2238) | (2164) | (2346) |
|          | NSGA-II   | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA |
|          | (2346) | (2164) | (2346) | (2277) | (2277) | (2143) | (2346) | (2164) | (2346) |
|          | SPEA2      | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA |
|          | (2406) | (2528) | (2674) | (2851) | (2851) | (2674) | (2528) | (2674) | (2851) |
|          | IBEA       | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      | SMS-EMOA | IBEA      |
|          | (2970) | (2851) | (2915) | (3420) | (3420) | (2915) | (2851) | (2915) | (3420) |
|          | MOGA2      | MOGA2      | MOGA2     | MOGA2     | MOGA2     | MOGA2     | MOGA2     | MOGA2     | MOGA2     |
|          | (2970) | (2851) | (2915) | (4540) | (4540) | (2915) | (2851) | (2915) | (4540) |
|          | MOGA3      | MOGA3      | MOGA3     | MOGA3     | MOGA3     | MOGA3     | MOGA3     | MOGA3     | MOGA3     |
|          | (2870) | (2751) | (2751) | (4373) | (4373) | (2751) | (2751) | (2751) | (4373) |
best performance on all problems except WFG3, where no MOEA is able to match the performance of AutoMOEA$_{W5}$.

The rank sum analysis of the $I^{	ext{rpd}}_H$ results given in Table VII confirms that the AutoMOEAs designed for the WFG benchmark display the best performance among all MOEAs considered, and so does the rank sum analysis of the $I_e$ indicator (see [30]). As for the remaining MOEAs, the rank sums of the algorithms are not consistent across different metrics, which indicates that some MOEAs favor convergence while others favor keeping a good trade-off between solutions (or are simply unable to find/preserve extreme solutions).

### D. Experiments with a different stopping criterion

As shown by the results discussed above, standard MOEAs tend to perform better on the scenarios for which they have been properly tuned. Besides the benchmark set and the number of objectives considered, another major factor that affects the performance of algorithms is the stopping criterion used to terminate their runs. In continuous optimization, a maximum number of function evaluations (FE) is typically used because some applications present computationally costly FEs. As a result, algorithm designers tend to devise algorithms that are able to reach high-quality solutions with as few FEs as possible. Moreover, the time spent by the algorithms computing metrics or discarding solutions is not considered an issue in these scenarios and, hence, very fast and very slow algorithms are often considered equal. For instance, SMS-EMOA requires almost 10 minutes for executing 10000 FEs in our computer environment, while IBEA terminates in seconds. However, in many practical situations the computational cost of the FEs may not be high enough to justify large computation times. In such scenarios, fast algorithms such as IBEA or NSGA-II could likely outperform slow ones such as SMS-EMOA by seeing many more solutions within a maximum runtime. By contrast, our design approach should be able to deal with such changes naturally. In this section, we investigate the structure of the AutoMOEAs generated and their performance relative to other MOEAs when all algorithms are given a maximum time limit of one minute CPU time. For brevity, we focus only on the AutoMOEAs designed and tested on the WFG benchmark for two, three and five objectives:

1) **WFG, 2-objective (W2):** AutoMOEA$_{W2}^{\text{rpd}}$ uses an intermediate population size, a high number of offspring, and a large external archive based on crowding. Mating relies solely on crowding distance, whereas replacement is done based on dominance depth and the $I_e$ indicator. Both the external archive and the population removal are sequential. The structure of this algorithm is quite interesting because it combines computationally expensive components (large external archive with sequential removal) with computationally cheap ones (crowding distance, dominance depth, and the $I_e$). Adapting to the maximum runtime it is given. The $I^{	ext{rpd}}_H$ performance of AutoMOEA$_{W2}^{\text{rpd}}$ is shown in Fig. 3 (top). We notice that the problem with most significant changes is WFG1, where the $I^{	ext{rpd}}_H$ of all algorithms is greatly improved. Although all MOEAs perform similarly, the rank sum analysis given in Table VIII indicates that AutoMOEA$_{W2}^{\text{rpd}}$ performs better on a larger number of problems, both according to the $I^{	ext{rpd}}_H$ and the $I_e$. Concerning the remaining MOEAs, IBEA and NSGA-II rank equivalently according to the $I^{	ext{rpd}}_H$, but IBEA performs better than NSGA-II more often according to the $I_e$.

2) **WFG, 3-objective (W3):** AutoMOEA$_{W3}^{\text{rpd}}$ uses a large bounded internal archive, default number of offspring...
(λr = 1.0), and no external archive. The Preference\_max component is based on nearest neighbor density, while Preference\_rep uses the exclusive hypervolume contribution (I_{II}^{rd}) and sequential removal. This combination of components is coherent with this scenario, as the bounded internal archive and the I_{II}^{rd} provide convergence pressure at a low computational cost, and the nearest neighbor diversity has shown good results for SPEA2. Performance-wise, we see from Fig. 3 (second-top-most plot) that again many algorithms present good performance according to the I_{II}^{rd}. Overall, the rank sum analysis given in Table VIII indicates IBEA displays better performance on W2-obj compared to AutoMOEA_{min}^{W5}, but the opposite happens for I_{II}. This is actually surprising, since AutoMOEA_{min}^{W5} has been tuned for the I_{II}^{rd} and uses the I_{II} indicator as its replacement mechanism, when IBEA uses the I_{II} instead.

3) WFG, 5-objective (W5): As the previous scenarios have indicated, IBEA is quite effective when facing a runtime-constrained scenario. The structure of AutoMOEA_{min}^{W5} confirms this, as this algorithm presents the same exact components from IBEA, but can be considered a refinement of that algorithm as AutoMOEA_{min}^{W5} uses crowding diversity both for mating and environmental selection. The similarity between these algorithms reflects on the boxplots shown in Fig. 3 (two-bottom-most plots), and is confirmed by the rank sums given in Table VIII. We see that the crowding distance metric is unable to improve the I_{II} performance of a MOEA, but the I_{II}^{rd} performance of AutoMOEA_{min}^{W5} is greatly improved. Concerning the performance of the remaining algorithms on WFG1, we see that the I_{II} points to a better performance of all MOEAs than the I_{II}^{rd}, except for NSGA-II and SPEA2. Additional experiments have shown that this is explained by the way MOEAs approach this function’s front: they first converge to a small region of the objective space and, only later, they start spreading across the Pareto front. We also observe the same discrepancy between the different metrics when we analyze MOGA on WFG2. This discrepancy holds for all MOEAs on WFG3, except two: SMS-EMOA, which now performs better on the I_{II}^{rd} and SPEA2, which now performs better on the I_{II}. On the concave functions, represented by WFG8, the hypervolume-based SMS-EMOA and HypE present better performance on the I_{II}^{rd} than on the I_{II}, and so does SPEA2.

Overall, the results shown in this section have confirmed that the overhead incurred by MOEA components can greatly impair their efficiency when facing a problem that is not computationally expensive, but requires a constrained runtime.

E. Cross-benchmark setup

One may suspect that the better performance of the AutoMOEAs for the specific benchmark sets towards which they are tuned comes at the price of poorer performance on other benchmark sets. To examine whether this happens in our case, we applied the various MOEA algorithms tuned for one benchmark set to the respective other one, that is, the algorithms tuned on the WFG training set to functions of the DTLZ benchmark set and vice versa. We did this analysis only for the setup where MOEAs are given a maximum number of FEs to use, and we focus on the rank sum analysis of the I_{II}.

The results of this analysis are given in Table IX. In most cases, the relative order among the algorithms remains very similar to the one encountered in Table VII. In five out of six cases the AutoMOEA algorithms remain the best performing ones, AutoMOEA_{W5} being the only exception. The results for the I_{II} are consistent with these ones for all scenarios, despite minor differences. The full analysis of this cross-benchmark setup is provided as supplementary material [30].

F. Concluding remarks

The experiments conducted in this section have confirmed the importance of the automatic design methodology for developing MOEAs for continuous optimization, highlighting both its effectiveness and flexibility. Under all application scenarios and setups considered here, the AutoMOEAs were able to present a robust behavior and often outperform all standard MOEAs. At the same time, the performance of these standard MOEAs varied considerably. Although IBEA performed well on both setups we adopted, the AutoMOEAs designed here were able to consistently outperform it in the majority of cases.
IV. AUTOMATICALLY DESIGNING MOEAS FOR COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

In a preliminary evaluation of our proposed framework [23], we applied the automatic MOEA design for tackling four multi-objective permutation flow shop problems (MO-PFSP), a well-known class of multi-objective combinatorial problems. Although many MOEAs have not been designed with combinatorial optimization problems in mind, many of the MOEAs we considered in Section III have been adapted to such problems using problem-specific variation operators [31]. Our results with the component-wise approach we propose here led to much better performance than standard MOEAs, and therefore we discuss the insights they produced.

The multi-objective PFSP is a widely studied, practically relevant problem [31, 32] that is structurally different from continuous problems. Thus, we expected that the AutoMOEA designs for the MO-PFSP use different components when compared to those we have previously discussed in Section III. We considered four variants of the MO-PFSP that combine the three most used objective functions from the PFSP literature, which are makespan ($C_{\text{max}}$), total flow time (TFT), and total tardiness (TT). In particular, we considered three bi-objective variants, $C_{\text{max}}$-TFT, $C_{\text{max}}$-TT, and TFT-TT, and the three-objective variant $C_{\text{max}}$-TFT-TT. All problems are NP-hard as already the underlying single-objective PFSPs are.

We used irace to devise five AutoMOEAs: a variant specific for each of the four variants, and a general one that tackles all four MO-PFSP variants (PFSP).

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup for the MO-PFSP experiments follows runtime-constrained scenarios as presented in Section III but with some differences to be mentioned. First, following [32], we allow algorithms to run for a maximum of $t = 0.1 \cdot n \cdot m$ seconds, where $n$ and $m$ are the number of jobs and machines, respectively. Second, the MO-PFSP literature has already shown that the number of nondominated solutions for these problems is low, and hence we run all algorithms with an unbounded external archive. Third, we use the regular $\frac{1}{n}$ indicator instead of the previous metrics we used for continuous optimization. For tuning, irace was given a budget of 20000 algorithm runs for designing the general $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{PFSP}}$, and 5000 for designing each of the variant-specific AutoMOEAs and for tuning the standard MOEAs. The parameter space used for tuning the standard MOEAs and all AutoMOEAs is the same as presented in the previous section, except for the problem-dependent ones. Following [12], all MOEAs use two-point crossover, and the insert and exchange mutation operators. For testing, each algorithm was run 10 times on each test instance, and the results presented here are the mean hypervolume over these 10 runs. All test instances are different from the instances used in the tuning. In addition, the testing set considers instances with 5, 10, and 20 machines, while the tuning set uses only instances with 20 machines. For full details we refer to the original paper [23] and to the supplementary material [30]. Next, we discuss the main experimental results and insights from this analysis.

B. Experimental results and discussion

1) AutoMOEA designs for the PFSP: The tuned designs of the AutoMOEAs are shown in Table X, and present two commonalities. First, all AutoMOEAs use a bounded internal archive, which reflects the need for convergence pressure for solving combinatorial problems such as the MO-PFSP. Second, all algorithms use a high value for the offspring factor ($\lambda_r$), which is always larger than 1.4. This is explained by the time-constrained setup used for combinatorial optimization since the number of offspring per generation influences the trade-off between the number of solutions seen versus the time spent computing metrics [12]. More precisely, if an algorithm produces too few solutions per generation, it will spend most of its time computing selection metrics rather than evaluating new solutions. Conversely, the number of offspring cannot be set to a very high value or this would reduce the number of generations, hindering the evolutionary process.

Besides these two components that are used by all AutoMOEAs, we also highlight other design choices that were often selected by irace. For mating, the crowding diversity operator was used by three of the five AutoMOEAs. Interestingly, the more general $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{PFSP}}$ uses the same BuildMatingPool components from $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{Cmax-TT}}$. Also, the only design that uses a quality indicator in component PreferenceMat is $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{Cmax-TFT}}$. For replacement, three components are again used by most of the designs: the binary $\epsilon$-indicator or the shared hypervolume contribution as quality indicators, crowding distance as diversity metric, and one-shot removal. In fact, the only design that contradicts this pattern is $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{TT-TFT}}$, which uses fitness sharing for diversity and sequential removal. Concerning numerical parameters, an interesting (and apparently contradictory) observation is the fact that all variant-specific AutoMOEA designs favor the exchange mutation operator ($\psi > 0.5$), but $\text{AutoMOEA}_{\text{PFSP}}$ favors the insertion mutation operator. This is likely explained by the different tuning budgets used, since larger budgets are particularly beneficial for fine-tuning numerical parameters.

2) Design comparison with previous AutoMOEAs: When compared to the AutoMOEAs devised for continuous optimization, we noticed that most design choices differ considerably with the switch in application domain. For instance, while all continuous AutoMOEAs use deterministic tournament for mating, three out of five AutoMOEAs for the MO-PFSP use some form of randomized selection. In addition, nearly none of the AutoMOEAs designed for the MO-PFSP use quality metrics in PreferenceMat, while almost all continuous AutoMOEAs did. We do remark, though, the number of AutoMOEAs that use crowding diversity, both for continuous and combinatorial domains. Concerning component Replacement, we first remark that all PFSP use a bounded internal archive and none are steady-state, the opposite of what often happened with the continuous AutoMOEAs. As for PreferenceRep, both continuous and combinatorial AutoMOEAs consider dominance, quality metrics, and (very often) the crowding distance diversity metric. Finally, if we compare the external archive removal policy used by continuous AutoMOEAs with the internal archive ones used by the PFSP AutoMOEAs, we
notice a much clearer pattern here, pointing to the effectiveness of the one shot policy for the PFSP.

3) Overall performance comparison: We analyzed the performance of all the algorithms and variants using the rank sum analysis given in Table XI. In general, the AutoMOEAs perform much better than the standard MOEAs. Among these, IBEA is the algorithm that most often outperforms the others, while SMS-EMOA presents a particularly poor performance. The only scenario that contradicts this pattern is TFT-TT.

Regarding the comparison between the variant-specific and the general AutoMOEAs, for most of the variants considered these two algorithms can be qualified as equally good. The difference in their rank sums is due to the fact that AutoMOEA\_PFSP performs particularly well for the 20-machine instances (the size used for the tuning), but for the remaining instances the variant-specific AutoMOEA consistently outperform it. This indicates that the representativeness of the tuning set with respect to the test set is limited due to the different instance sizes present on each. The only variants where results differ slightly from this pattern are C\_max-TFT, where AutoMOEA\_PFSP obtains a lower rank sum than AutoMOEA\_\text{Cmax-TFT}, and C\_max-TFT-TT, where the performance of AutoMOEA\_\text{Cmax-TFT-TT} is statistically significantly better than that of AutoMOEA\_\text{PFSP}.

Concerning the TFT-TT, it is a problem with a high correlation between the two objectives [32]. As a result, for large instances the number of nondominated solutions becomes particularly small and MOEAs sometimes return nondominated sets with very few solutions. This heterogeneity of the testing set limits the representativeness of the tuning set affecting irace, as it cannot select a configuration that performs well across the whole set. To illustrate, we show the performance of all algorithms on two sets of 20-machine instances in Fig. 4. For smaller instance sizes like the ones given in Fig. 4 (left), all algorithms perform similarly, with AutoMOEA\_\text{TFT-TT} performing best in several instances. For the larger instance sizes given in Fig. 4 (right), however, all algorithms perform poorly, but MOGA is the one clearly less affected. When we limit the rank sum analysis to the testing instances with 20 machines, no significant difference is found for MOGA, AutoMOEA\_\text{TFT-TT}, IBEA, and NSGA-II, the algorithms that present better performance.

C. Concluding remarks

As seen in this section, the designs of the AutoMOEAs devised for the PFSP differed in many aspects from those devised for continuous optimization problems. Nonetheless, the performance of the AutoMOEAs proves the efficacy of the automatic MOEA design also for combinatorial optimization. This further highlights the importance of having a flexible and representative MOEA framework. The good performance of the variant-specific AutoMOEAs reinforce this, showing that designing MOEAs for specific problem variants can lead to promising improvements. A comparison to a current state-of-the-art algorithm for the three bi-objective PFSPs is given in the supplementary material for interested readers [30]. However, reaching state-of-the-art results would require AutoMOEAs incorporate fine-tuned local search algorithms [31, 32], which is beyond the scope of this paper.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel conceptual view of MOEAs to improve the way such algorithms are designed or applied to new scenarios. By considering MOEAs as combinations of lower-level components, such as preference relations and archives, our approach allows tailoring algorithms according to the characteristics of the target application. We have empirically demonstrated the efficacy of this component-wise view by automatically designing novel, efficient MOEAs.
for several application scenarios comprising continuous and combinatorial optimization problems. Concretely, we have proposed a flexible framework that extends both the number of algorithms that can be instantiated from a single template and the number of novel MOEA designs that can be produced from it. To navigate this large design space, we have used an offline parameter configuration tool, irace, following similar research work on other multi-objective metaheuristics [20].

An important focus of our work is the generalization aspect of the automatic design process. More precisely, a critical attribute of automatic configuration is the separation between training and testing scenarios, as highlighted in Birattari’s PhD thesis [33], increasingly many other publications in this area [34–37], and also in the policy on heuristic search of the Journal of Heuristics [38]. In the context of continuous optimization, we have implemented this separation by using different dimensions of the functions within a benchmark set for training and testing, and additionally by conducting cross-benchmark experiments. For the MO-PFPSs studied, we have training instances that are different from the testing instances.

The applications of the conceptual view we propose here are numerous. First, by designing novel MOEAs to specific problem classes, one could identify particularly effective components for a given class. For instance, continuous benchmark sets often include disconnected problems. Using the methodology proposed here, one could create a benchmark set of disconnected problems and analyze AutoMOEAs specifically devised for this benchmark. Moreover, by comparing designs devised for several characteristic-driven benchmark sets like this one, patterns could likely be found, helping in future MOEA design when the characteristics of a given application are known in advance.

A second and promising application is to couple the automatic design methodology with iterative design-space analysis tools such as ablation analysis [39]. This method generates intermediate configurations between pairs of algorithm designs, and hence can provide important insights about the contribution of individual components. One example of such approach would be to ablate between the AutoMOEAs devised for three and five objectives, and see how the intermediate configurations perform in these scenarios. Since related work has already shown that the contributions of some components can be much larger than that of others [12], one could possibly reduce the number of components used by some of these AutoMOEAs and understand better why they work so well.

Finally, the research presented here can be extended into a number of interesting directions. Future work should extend the proposed template to integrate MOEAs that differ considerably from the structure proposed here, such as MOEA/D [25], MO-CMA-ES [40], and GDE3 [41]. Future extensions should also allow hybridization with local search, which is crucial to achieve state-of-the-art results in many combinatorial problems, such as the MO-PFSP [31, 32]. Moreover, recent work in the MOEA literature has considered problems with a large number of objectives (10–20) [42]. The specific search components used by MOEAs designed for these scenarios should also be considered, such as space partitioning [43], decomposition [25] and reference points [44].
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